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“A practical handbook that will provide tremendous help while designing the codebase of your
mobile app” —Jovche Mitrejchevski, Software Craftsman“Provides a carefully balanced view on
designing, and growing, an app's architecture in line with the size and requirements of the
codebase. A very helpful tool to make more practical sense of how an app's architecture can
(and should) evolve over time.” —Donny Wals, iOS consultant & author
—————————————————————————————————————————
The long-awaited book tailored to the architectural needs of Mobile Applications. Clean
Architecture is by now a standard in Mobile development. It is listed in every job ad and is
assessed in every technical interview. Particularly for senior, architect, and lead positions.Most
software books are written with Backend systems in mind. While the software basics are
common, the details differ. And details are crucial. Translating their wisdom into Mobile
codebases requires effort and often includes several unsuccessful attempts. This is the one
book you need to properly architect Mobile apps. It is platform-agnostic and includes coding
samples of both Android & iOS. Read it, and you’ll learn how to:Architect your mobile application
by Clean Architecture.Apply the S.O.L.I.D principles.Leverage Reactive Programming &
MVI.Draw proper architectural boundaries.Define adequate testing strategies.Leverage
Evolutionary design and increase agility.Identify when Clean Architecture is needed and when
simpler approaches work better.“Best practices” don’t exist. Some practices solve specific
problems while introducing problems that didn’t exist before. What works for a startup doesn’t
work for an enterprise app, and vice versa. This book goes the extra mile to clarify when each
practice is helpful. And most importantly, when to avoid it.The book doesn’t only stick to theory. It
includes several repos with sample apps that put everything into practice. Theory backed up by
practice is called experience. That’s what makes an architect.

From Publishers WeeklyNappi (*Echoes from the Infantry*) has produced a knowledgeable yet
unsentimental book starring an autistic teenager with a fearsome fastball. Milwaukee Brewer's
manager Arthur Murphy recruits 17-year-old farm boy Mickey Tussler as a pitcher for his team.
And though Mickey's slowness enrages his impossibly cruel father (who abuses his wife and
derides Mickey as a "retard"), the boy's dad is happy to collect his son's pro baseball salary. In
short order, Mickey achieves local stardom despite his mental disability and his teammates'
clubhouse pranks. Lefty Rogers, the Brewers' southpaw ace, resents Mickey's triumphs on the
mound and plots to sabotage his rival's budding career. At the same time, Murphy romances
Mickey's much-abused mother and leads his resurging team in a hot pennant race. The writing is
clear and direct, and there's no confusing who's a good guy and who's a bad guy. The baseball
elements really sing; baseball fans will find much to appreciate, while the sports treatment of



triumphing over adversity adds crossover appeal to the YA market. *(May)* Copyright © Reed
Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Praise for THE
LEGEND OF MICKEY TUSSLER: "In my work with the Boys & Girls Clubs of America I see all
kinds of challenges facing kids today, and this book does a very good job of treating gifted kids
and teenagers with sensitivity and understanding in coping with and meeting these challenges."
--Alex Rodriguez “A compelling tale that will touch the hearts of fans of the game everywhere.” --
Fergie Jenkins, Chicago Cubs Hall of Fame Pitcher “A story with something for everyone. "THE
LEGEND OF MICKEY TUSSLER "is" "a walk off homerun.” --Larry Izzo, New York Mets
Scout “A powerful baseball story, certain to rank among the best ever written.” --Don Williams,
retired sports columnist, Newark Star Ledger “Riveting. Rewarding. THE LEGEND OF MICKEY
TUSSLER reaches the heart the way Alex Rodriguez reaches the bleachers.” -- Bill Madden,
New York Daily News “A powerful baseball story, certain to rank among the best ever writt In an
age where scandal has taken over sports, especially baseball, it was refreshing to finally be
transported to an age where the game is all that matters. Nappi does an incredible job bringing
these people and players to life. A great read.” -- Brian Kilmeade, author, The Games Do
Count “A touching story of finding one's dream even when the cards dealt to one are poor.” --
Midwest Book Review “The Legend of Mickey Tussler is a very good story that I'm sure will
resonate with those readers who have experience with special needs children and teens...” --
BaseballBookReview.com“Every young person needs to read these books. They will change the
way they view and treat others in this very challenging world in which we live.” --Al Friese,
President Challenger Baseball “Not just a baseball masterpiece, but a clever, delightful,
touching tale that is a triumph of imagination and empathy. THE LEGEND OF MICKEY
TUSSLER is Roy Hobbs meets The Rain Man.” --Father Tom Hartman, Good Morning America’s
God Squad "A story with something for everyone. THE LEGEND OF MICKEY TUSSLER is a
walk off home run." —Larry Izzo, New York Mets Scout “If you share your world with a young
adult, there is perhaps no better novel in recent years to read together than Frank Nappi’s The
Legend of Mickey Tussler.” --Mudville Magazine “A touching, masterful tale.” --John Vorperian,
host of “Beyond The Game” “A deeply complex retelling of a long list of set-backs endured by
the underdog, the overlooked, the diamond in the rough.” --OnMilwaukee.Com “In part a
baseball book, but, also a novel about the cruelty and kindness people are capable of
demonstrating, and the challenges of dealing with autism, before the term was even known.” –
Gregg Hoffman, Midwest Diamond Report “The best baseball fiction I have ever read.” –R.D.
Hamann, American Association Almanac “A steadily paced, first rate work of fiction.” –
TeensReadToo.com “An intriguing glimpse into the workings of a young, autistic mind.” – SIRIUS
Radio’s “Mike and Murray Show” "The Legend of Mickey Tussler is a very good story that I’m
sure will resonate with those readers who have experience with special needs children and
teens..." --BaseballBookReview.Com “A stirring coming-of-age story...undoubtedly comparable
with the ultimate baseball parable, Bernard Malamud’s The Natural.”-
www.borchertfield.comFrom the AuthorFrank Nappi has taught high school English and Creative



Writing for thirty three years. His debut novel, ECHOES FROM THE INFANTRY, received
national attention, including MWSA's silver medal for outstanding fiction. His follow-up novel,
THE LEGEND OF MICKEY TUSSLER, garnered rave reviews as well, including a movie
adaptation of the touching story "A Mile in His Shoes" starring Dean Cain and Luke Schroder.
Nappi continues to produce quality work, including SOPHOMORE CAMPAIGN, the intriguing
sequel to the much heralded original story and the thriller, NOBODY HAS TO KNOW, which
received an endorsement from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nelson DeMille. The third
installment of Nappi's Mickey Tussler series, WELCOME TO THE SHOW, was released in April
2016. Summer 2018 marked the announcement of Nappi's first memoir, I BECAME AN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OUTLAW, which was released in June of 2019. Nappi makes his
home on Long Island, where he has lived his entire life.From Publishers WeeklyNappi (Echoes
from the Infantry) has produced a knowledgeable yet unsentimental book starring an autistic
teenager with a fearsome fastball. Milwaukee Brewer's manager Arthur Murphy recruits 17-year-
old farm boy Mickey Tussler as a pitcher for his team. And though Mickey's slowness enrages
his impossibly cruel father (who abuses his wife and derides Mickey as a "retard"), the boy's dad
is happy to collect his son's pro baseball salary. In short order, Mickey achieves local stardom
despite his mental disability and his teammates' clubhouse pranks. Lefty Rogers, the Brewers'
southpaw ace, resents Mickey's triumphs on the mound and plots to sabotage his rival's budding
career. At the same time, Murphy romances Mickey's much-abused mother and leads his
resurging team in a hot pennant race. The writing is clear and direct, and there's no confusing
who's a good guy and who's a bad guy. The baseball elements really sing; baseball fans will find
much to appreciate, while the sports treatment of triumphing over adversity adds crossover
appeal to the YA market. (May)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.ReviewPraise for THE LEGEND OF MICKEY TUSSLER: "In my work with the Boys &
Girls Clubs of America I see all kinds of challenges facing kids today, and this book does a very
good job of treating gifted kids and teenagers with sensitivity and understanding in coping with
and meeting these challenges."--Alex Rodriguez"A compelling tale that will touch the hearts of
fans of the game everywhere." —Fergie Jenkins, Chicago Cubs Hall of Fame Pitcher"A story
with something for everyone. "THE LEGEND OF MICKEY TUSSLER "is" "a walk off homerun."
—Larry Izzo, New York Mets Scout"A powerful baseball story, certain to rank among the best
ever written.” —Don Williams, retired sports columnist, Newark Star Ledger "Riveting.
Rewarding. THE LEGEND OF MICKEY TUSSLER reaches the heart the way Alex Rodriguez
reaches the bleachers." - Bill Madden, New York Daily News "A powerful baseball story, certain
to rank among the best ever writt--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1The dirt beneath the wheels of Arthur
Murphy’s car rose and swirled like the breath of angry giants, lingering in the heavy morning air
even after his blue-and-white Plymouth Road King had disappeared around the bend like an
apparition. He had been driving all night, with nothing for company but endless rows of



cornstalks, a diamond-dotted sky, and a brown paper bag whose torn front exposed the worn
words Southern Comfort. He rubbed his eyes with one hand—they burned from the firebrick sun
that had slipped over the rolling hills of clover up ahead—and drummed the top of the steering
wheel impatiently with his fingers on the other. He was getting too old for this. Twenty-six years
with the Braves organization; he had played for them, coached, and was now in his third year as
manager of their farm affiliate in Milwaukee. But there he was, still doing a job more commonly
associated with guys half his age.“I need you on this one, Murph,” the club’s owner explained.
“Do yourself a favor and get your ass out there and find something to help that sorry lot you call a
team or I’ll be scouting for managers.” He paused deliberately for effect. His forehead wrinkled.
“You’re a good man, Murph. But this is no time for pride, Arthur. We’ve lost our best prospects
the last few years to Uncle Sam. Goddamned war. They say it’s over now. Sure. It’s over. But
everyone wants to be a soldier all of a sudden. Fucking Japs. Ruined everything. Feels like the
whole world’s against us.”Murph’s stomach burned as he recalled the conversation. It may have
been true, all that Dennison had said, but the owner’s tone irked him. And that gratuitous line
about him being a good man. Who was he kidding? Murph was inclined to consider the
sentiment not so much a compliment but more as bullshit designed to cajole him into accepting
another scouting trip that nobody else wanted. Warren Dennison, the owner of the minor-league-
affiliate Brewers, didn’t give a rat’s ass about him. Never did.Murph’s eyelids were heavy and
struggled beneath the weight of sleeplessness. The rows of fruit trees were endless and
hypnotic. Many times during the drive he’d felt like a rat, negotiating a series of narrow corridors,
searching for the elusive prize at the end. He rolled down the window and hit the knob on the
radio. The cool air and Johnny Mercer’s “Sweet Georgia Brown” got his left foot
tapping.Thoughts of his past returned as well. His life had tumbled well short of the aspirations
he’d had during his playing days when he was touted as the best left-handed hitter since Ty
Cobb. He recalled happily all of the attention he received those first few months. He and another
young stud, Chip “Hollywood” McNally, had begun their careers in the American Association the
same year. They were both lionized by everyone in the Braves organization as the finest
prospects they had. Milwaukee was going to be just a brief stop en route to the big show in
Boston. Both were exceptional outfielders; each could run like a deer and could hit every bag
with a tracer from anywhere in the outfield. McNally was probably a little stronger, and Arthur’s
red hair and freckles were no match for Hollywood’s square jaw and golden locks. Still, Arthur
was the one that all of the real baseball people whispered about, especially around the batting
cage. He was a natural. Could flat out hit. Turn on the fastball. Shoot the curve the opposite way.
Had excellent power to all fields. Whitey Simpson, the manager of the Milwaukee Brewers the
year he arrived, swore that Arthur was the best bad-ball hitter he had ever seen.Arthur was
maybe five or six games away from being sent to Boston when the incident occurred. They were
up by one with two outs in the top half of the ninth. The first two pitches were called balls. The
batter, Clyde Simmons, stepped out and tapped his spikes with the knob of his bat and smiled at
the crowd.“What the hell is he doing?” McNally yelled to Arthur from right field. “Is he for real? He



hasn’t touched a ball all game.”Arthur shook his head. He was tired. He scanned the grandstand
from his position in center field. It had been a good game. Everyone was on his or her feet,
anticipating the final out. Some were clapping, while others yelled out encouraging words
through rolled-up newspapers. Most were screaming for McNally and waving signs, expressing
undying affection for number nine, the handsome right fielder. He was their darling. Arthur hung
his head. He was tired of that too. Shit, McNally hadn’t done a goddamned thing all day either.
Three whiffs and not one putout from the field. Arthur was three for four and had thrown out two
runners at home. But that day was no different from any other. Hollywood McNally was the
favorite at Borchert Field. The poster boy. Arthur never quite managed to endear himself to the
crowd the way Hollywood did. The press loved him, sure; couldn’t stop talking about his prowess
and unlimited potential. But the hometown crowd—that was something else. They never warmed
to him. So all he ever got was a smattering of placards displaying his name and number and the
same group of elderly men who sat behind him each game, in suit coats and fedoras, smoking
cigars and critiquing his every play. Even the diminutive second baseman, little Nat Riley, who
barely broke .200 every season, had a better following—a group of fifteen scraggly kids who
always sat in the same section and only cheered for him. They were a coterie of misfits, from
their dirty faces and torn knees to the baseball caps each one wore askew. Lefty Wilkins used to
kill Riley about his admirers.“Hey, Nat,” he always said shortly after their arrival. “The orphanage
just checked in.” Arthur was still trying to reconcile the gross inequity in his mind when he heard
the crack of the bat. It was a screaming liner, earmarked for the right-center-field gap. He broke
as soon as he saw the ball emerge from the faces of those seated behind home plate. “I got it! I
got it!” he screamed, eating up the turf with each stride, galloping with the grace and dexterity of
a gazelle. It was one of the things he did best.Hollywood hadn’t caught a ball all game. He had
spent the majority of the afternoon tipping his hat, for no apparent reason, to the adoring crowd
each time he made his way out to right or stepped to the plate. He was always smiling.“Where’s
the camera, Hollywood?” the guys all teased the first day he arrived. The name stuck. He was
always on. Nobody at Borchert Field would ever have known how frustrated he really was that
day at not having had the chance to show off his stuff. Now, with the game in its later stages,
opportunity had finally knocked.He never broke stride. And he never heard Arthur calling for the
ball. His spikes glistened in the high afternoon sun, leaving behind shards of grass that fell softly
to the ground like confetti. He followed the trajectory of the little white sphere, wedded to the
vision of a game-saving catch and the adulation that would follow.Neither happened. They
collided just as each arrived at the ball. The sound was loud and piercing, a crack of thunder that
reverberated as if it were produced in a deep canyon of stone. Those in the little ballpark
groaned and sighed, then all at once lapsed into an eerie silence as the two men crumpled
helplessly to the turf. No one even noticed Clyde Simmons circling the bases.The Brewers’
dugout exhaled, and out poured Whitey, followed by a handful of coaches and a few of the
players. A ring formed around their fallen teammates.“You two idiots!” Whitey bawled. “How
many times have we practiced this? Call for the ball! Call for the goddamned ball! Jesus, how



many times—”Arthur was the first to stagger to his feet. His eyes were glazed and his forehead
split at the left temple. A thin line of crimson ran down his cheek and across his jaw, ultimately
finding a resting place in the collar of his uniform top.“I did call for it,” he mumbled
weakly.“Where’d you get it, Murph?” one of the coaches asked.Arthur pointed to his shoulder.
Then he looked down at McNally, who lay motionless except for the grimacing.“I’m okay,” Arthur
said. “I think McNally took it worse.”He was right. Chip “Hollywood” McNally’s career ended that
day at Borchert Field. There would be no more flashbulbs. No one would ever scream his name
again or wave a sign professing undying affection for good old number nine. A fractured skull
and busted knee had taken care of that.Arthur did not escape unscathed. Sure, he recovered.
But he was never the same. He went on to have a modest but successful career as a utility
player. He played for nine seasons, ending his playing career with a .277 batting average and
108 home runs. But the numbers did not tell the whole story. Oh, what he might have
accomplished had it not been for that arrogant bastard McNally. His ego destroyed two careers
that day. It was a long time ago, but Arthur could not forget. He still heard the sound. At night
sometimes, when the air outside his bedroom window was still, he could still hear it. Crack. That
sound. It still made him shiver. And McNally’s eyes as they carried him off the field. Arthur
couldn’t forget those either. Those eyes. Black and venomous. And those final words.“My ball,”
McNally said bitterly. “My ball.”McNally kicked around the minors for a while, refusing to believe
his career was finished. Peopl... --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read
more
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CLEAN MOBILE ARCHITECTUREPetros EfthymiouCopyright © 2022 Petros EfthymiouTo Mom
& Dad.ContentsCLEAN MOBILE ARCHITECTURECopyrightDedicationForewordPrefaceAbout
the AuthorAcknowledgmentsPART I1. Loans are generally a bad idea2. Expensive code is also
expensive3. Minimum Viable Architecture4. So, Why?PART II5. Fundamental Software
Objectives6. Single Responsibility7. Open Closed8. Liskov Substitution9. Interface
Segregation10. Dependency Inversion11. Reactive Programming12. Inversion of control13.
Testing & TDDPART III14. One Destination, Many Roads15. Clean Αrchitecture - The theory16.
MV(C,P,VM,I)17. Mobile Clean Architecture18. Logic & Validations19. Boundaries & Layers20.
The Golden Circle of Software developmentReferences And Related ReadingForewordAnyone
can be a software engineer. All it takes is a laptop, an internet connection and some time to go
over some basic material, like Youtube tutorials. Then, off you go to build your first website or
mobile app. Besides, there are tons of frameworks out there that make it really easy.Let’s
consider our world for a moment. Software is just about everywhere. Without it, no plane can fly,
no modern car can brake safely, there can be no online transactions whatsoever. There can be
no taxing applications, email, social media, phones, smart TVs, ATMs. I could literally fill this
foreword by keeping on listing things that are powered by software. I won’t. I believe you already
thought of some more on your own. The conclusion I am looking to draw is simple: software is
really important to our lives. It’s indispensable.Not only is it ever-present in our lives, but it is a
crucial part as well. Sure, software bugs can cause a web page not to render correctly, but they
can do so much more than this. They can lead to plane crashes, as with the Boeing 737 Max in
2018 and 2019, resulting in 346 people dying. A severe bug in the ABS system of our car or a
nuclear reactor could prove fatal. Defects in our web banking or taxing applications could lead us
to an inconsistent and maybe irrecoverable financial state, wreaking havoc on our society.
Sometimes, the ramifications of a software defect can be unforeseeable. Writing software is a
serious job. A very serious job!Having just considered this, one would expect a rigorous
preparatory phase in a software engineering career, precisely like in any other job that carries a
heavy responsibility load. No doctor performs an operation the day following their graduation. On
the contrary, they have to spend years and years studying and working alongside experienced
doctors before they can be allowed to perform an operation. No pilot flies a commercial jet on
their first day at work. They need to spend a certain number of hours in a flight simulator and be
co-pilots on several flights. No architect designs a building fresh out of college and no lawyer
represents a client during their first month in the profession. However, there is no such process
for software engineers.This is an oxymoron, right? Such importance is attached to this
profession, yet it is so easy to practice it. Are we missing something here? Not only does
software play a vital role in our lives today, but I believe we agree that its importance constantly
grows. We can only begin to imagine how dependent on software our lives will be in 10 years
from now. Or even 20, or 30. This means that the need for software engineers will only increase
and probably steeply. How are we going to make sure that these people meet the standards?
How are we going to define the standards in the first place? Who is responsible for solving these



tricky problems?Perhaps our industry is too young to be able to give answers to these questions.
Currently, one thing is certain: the responsibility of dealing with the problem lies with us, software
engineers. And frankly, it is better this way. We are the ones who know what it means to write
software. It is our responsibility to build a strong community, to exchange ideas and experiences
relentlessly, and to make sure that this community grows wiser and more skilled every day. It is
us who need to mentor each other, guide the younger engineers and make sure that today’s
mistakes will not be repeated in the future.This is why I find it so inspiring that seasoned
engineers, like Petros, take time and energy out of their personal lives to contribute to this great
cause. They share their experiences and their learned lessons. And I feel even more inspired
that you are holding a copy of this book and are about to start the next step in your beautiful
journey to mastery.While reading it, I would like to urge you to keep the following in mind: writing
working code is only part of our job. In fact, it is the bare minimum. It is a given. Our goal should
be to write high-quality, well-crafted code.Nikos Voulgaris, Software Craftsman Athens, March
2022PrefaceIf you don’t build a building well, it will collapse.It’s a great metaphor for building
software, a life, or a dream. If you don’t build those things well, they collapse, too. Unlike
buildings, though, life and software are malleable. A system’s architecture is not set in stone.
Each day we have the opportunity to reshape it and improve it.I realized this early in my career.
Apps that are architected poorly and don’t improve each day eventually collapse. I have gone on
a journey ever since to master software architecture. It’s been a rollercoaster, and I still have a lot
to learn. However, I had the chance to apply several architectural patterns in a number of
production apps. I’ve seen what works and what doesn’t. And I want to make this journey easier
for you.Platform AgnosticThe book is about software architecture and doesn’t focus much on
low-level coding details. It is targeted at Android, iOS & Flutter professionals. The coding repos
and samples include both Android & iOS.The Golden CircleSimon Sinek’s Start with Why
inspired the way I structured this book. He emphasizes that to be successful in anything you do,
you need to understand why you are doing it. You won’t go far in any career unless you establish
solid motivation. The same applies to software engineering. We need to understand why it’s
better to write quality software before we can achieve it.After we understand why, we need to
learn how; the motivation can get us going, but it’s not enough to achieve results. We must learn
about the Fundamental Software Objectives, separation of concerns, S.O.L.I.D principles, and
other best practices that enable us to write quality software.Finally, we need to learn what quality
software means. We need to put the best practices together into actionable Architectural
patterns that you can use to structure your next production application. Theory backed up by
practice is called experience. That’s what we are aiming for.So as Simon Sinek suggests, I am
navigating this book from the more abstract to the more concrete. I have split the book into three
independent parts that describe:Why write quality software.How to write quality software.What
quality software means in the context of a mobile app.Each part is independent and can be read
in isolation. If you are already convinced of why to write quality software, you can proceed to how
and learn the fundamental principles. Or even go straight to what if you want to fast track to the



Mobile Architectures. However, the book reads best when you follow the story from beginning to
end.Enjoy the ride!About the AuthorPetros Efthymiou is a software craftsman, instructor, and
author. He has vast experience in building and architecting mobile apps of varying complexity.
His experience includes lead engineering positions in startups and large multinational
organizations. He has also worked as a partner software instructor in various institutions such as
New York College, Hellenic American Union & Careerbuilder GR. Currently, he is working as a
software instructor and consultant at software enterprises in the banking industry.He is
passionate about software architecture, XP practices, and pragmatism. Among others, he is the
author of Clean Mobile Architecture and the best-seller Udemy course - Android TDD
Masterclass.AcknowledgmentsMillion thanks to the incredible people who helped me finish the
marathon of writing a book:Nikos Voulgaris, for the Foreword and the technical review.Jovche
Mitrejchevski, for the Android technical review.Donny Wals, for the iOS technical review.Christos
Smpyrakos, for the Android technical review.Nina Muzdeka, for academic and linguistic
assistance.PART IWhy - Cheap Code is ExpensiveIntroduction - A Spaghetti StoryI started my
career as a consultant for a software vendor. Don’t picture someone modernizing systems in
Sandro Mancuso’s Codurance. We were all labeled consultants as we were outsourced to
customers and working at their premises in most cases. The consultant title added a sense of
credibility.I was a junior Android developer yet ambitious and eager to take on more
responsibility. My employer welcomed this, as mobile engineers were scarce back then.We
kicked off the initial mobile team with two more mobile devs and a team leader. Our initial
assignment was to develop the mobile application of a major Romanian telecom provider. Nine
months and six production releases later, they switched to another vendor. They fell for promises
that were not delivered if we fast-forward to the future.Anyways, in the absence of a mobile
project, my team got split into several backend projects. We weren’t fond of the projects, neither
of the teams. We were craving to get our mobile team back!On a warm, Greek June’s
Wednesday, almost a year after the initial team’s kickoff, my ex-team leader interrupted me and
asked me to chat in private. I got goosebumps as I sensed what this was going to be about. He
had just returned from a meeting with the senior management of a major telecom provider in
Greece. We had good chances of hitting their mobile project!The news was even better than I
thought. Not only did we have a high chance of re-assembling our team, but we were after one of
the largest apps in Greece. Millions of active users were using it, including friends and people I
knew. And Greece is not Silicon Valley; you don’t often get the chance to work on impactful
products. On top of that, the client’s premises were just 500 meters away from our offices. What
more could I ask for?Our only competitor was the vendor that took (stole if you asked me back
then!) our previous mobile project. The vibes in the meetings were not the friendliest. Long story
short, after several meetings and RFPs[1], we finally landed the deal!Having the excitement of a
26-year-old junior developer, who is about to jump into an impactful project, I started project
analysis!The ProjectThe telecom provider was segregated into two parts: fixed and mobile
telephony. They had decided that it was time to merge and consolidate their digital systems; our



project was part of this effort. Our initial objective was to implement a single mobile application to
serve both fixed and mobile telephony customers.The mobile sub-company had designed the
existing app. Thus, only customers of mobile telephony could use it. Our initial scope was to add
support for landline customers. And yes, we hadn’t yet adopted an agile mindset, neither us nor
the customer. We were trying to inject agile elements in a waterfall-based approach. Adding
landline support was the scope of our first iteration. Pretty huge to be considered an agile
sprint.Since the project’s kickoff, we already knew that the company had decided to go big on
their mobile app. Their strategy up to 2014 was centered around the web portal. But as the
whole world was getting disrupted by the mobile revolution, they realized they had to switch to a
mobile-first approach. An interesting statistic is the purchases of additional MB. The diagram
below displays the shift in volume from the web portal to the mobile app:We knew that we were
into something big!The ExecutionSo, getting back to my youth excitement, we started reviewing
the existing codebases soon after signing the contract. I started with Android and my team
leader with iOS. Those projects were about three years old, none of the developers who
participated were currently around. They were implemented by several software teams and cost
quite a lot.“Oh god!” That’s exactly what came out of my mouth in the first 30 minutes of
reviewing the code. The reaction of my team leader, even though he is one of the calmest
persons I’ve ever met in my life, was even worse. Understanding how those software pieces
worked together and building on top of them would be no walk in the park.The modules were
tightly coupled to each other. There was no clear separation of concerns or any identifiable
logical cohesion.The largest class was 5798 lines long! Five thousand seven hundred ninety-
eight lines! It was responsible for the HTTP networking layer of the whole application. With, of
course, several other unrelated responsibilities included.There wasn’t a single automated test.
Both the unit and instrumentation test folders were blank. Or, to be more specific, they included
only the auto-generated tests.Undefined architectural pattern. To be fair, back in the day, we
didn’t have the same variety of mobile architectural patterns as today. Only MVC was somewhat
popular. In our case, most of the project’s code and business logic resided inside Activities and
View Controllers. There is no excuse for that.I don’t want to get into too many details, but you
can probably imagine that the naming, function’s size, and code formatting were pretty @#
bad.The situation was similar on the iOS side. We were both terrified by this monster and
questioned if it was even possible to add any further functionality to this application. The answer
was obvious. It would be a colossal waste of time, money, and effort.We explained the situation
to our client. But like most business people, they weren’t fond of the idea of rewriting the whole
project. The debate went on for a couple of weeks. It was typical management vs. tech series of
arguments. Finally, despite the odds, we got them to agree to start a greenfield project! We
falsely promised that we would reuse as much as possible from the previous app. We already
knew, though, that this didn’t make any sense. There wasn’t a single well-made, cohesive
component that was worth porting to our new polished codebase.The OutcomeFast-forwarding
into the future, the project went on for about two years, two of the most productive and exciting



years of my career. The mobile team grew from 2 to 16 engineers, and we adopted a three-week
release cycle. We implemented:A clean, single-activity MVC architecture.Migrated from Eclipse
to Android Studio. Yes, that was a thing back then.In iOS, we switched from Objective-C to Swift.
That was also a thing back then.It wasn’t all rainbows and unicorns. The codebase wasn’t a
state-of-the-art masterpiece, but it was a decent app for the time. With our limitations in
experience, environment, and industry immaturity, our application had its own flaws and
downsides.But overall, we managed to accomplish some truly amazing things We have to
consider that back in 2014, mobile development was the latest addition to the software family.
The project, though, had the potential of getting refactored and improved. It could live a long and
healthy life.The AftermathThe point to be taken from the story is that the cost of developing low-
quality software is vast and often not visible early enough. Think of how much effort was wasted
when the previous codebase was disposed of. All this effort could mean something if we could
build upon it. If the initial app was built on practices that allowed us to:Understand it.Refactor it
without the dreadful fear of breaking the existing functionality.Quickly add extra features to
it.Instead, the project ended up in a discontinued internal repo, and we gave it a proper funeral.
We did celebrate burying it but mourned for the effort of our fellow developers.Writing cheap
code ends up being expensive.It’s not easy to build a software product; it’s even harder to build it
well. In this book, you will learn the practices backed up by solid theory that will enable you to
achieve it. Enjoy the journey!The only way to go fast is to go well. —Robert C. Martin1. Loans are
generally a bad ideaEvery product, including software products, has a price. Taking a loan to buy
it will only increase the overall cost.If you think good architecture is expensive, try bad
architecture. —Brian FooteUnless you are new to the software industry, you have probably been
part of the following conversations:Management - “Our priority now is to meet the deadline. We
cannot spend time in code quality, refactoring, and tech debt.”Developers (under pressure) -
“Let’s get done with it fast; we will refactor it later.”Clients - “We were supposed to have the
deliverables last week; why are you late? I cannot measure your code quality, but I can measure
time to market.”The dangerous thing is that “quick and dirty” works! It works like a charm in the
short term and while the team is small. It’s basically like taking a loan with high-interest rates,
you may enjoy the cash now, but you will end up paying more in the long run. Hence the term
“Technical Debt.” The interest is the additional effort to refactor a spaghetti app. If the loan is not
repaid in time, it will eventually cause your “house foreclosure, “aka disposing of the project and
rewriting it from scratch.Every software product has a price that needs to be paid. Quick and
dirty wins are not to be celebrated. Having said that, there are occasions where “borrowing”
makes sense—for example, working for a startup with a capital runway of 12 months. Taking a
technical loan to show progress and land funding makes sense. This should be a conscious and
educated decision, though. With a complete understanding of the consequences, followed by a
strategy to address them.Contain cancerNot every lousy practice or poor design decision has
the same impact. In financial terms, they don’t come with the same interest rate. In medical
terms, there is cancer that spreads and threatens the application’s life and cancer that is



contained. Contained cancer refers to legacy code that is effectively isolated in specific layers.
When we maintain a single point of contact with those layers, most of our codebase remains
unaffected by the cancerous parts. This reserves the option to refactor/treat cancer at a later
stage. This is not meant to excuse poor design decisions and cutting corners. But more of a
pragmatic approach to the challenges that we face in a real-life project.Usually, textbooks only
refer to ideal scenarios and insist on perfect solutions from day one. We know that this is not
always possible. Sometimes due to external limitations such as clients, managers, deadlines.
And sometimes due to internal limitations like our own experience. To understand this better,
let’s discuss a few examples of cancer that is contained: 1. Designing an application to be
testable is crucial for its longevity. Omitting writing some tests is something that we can deal with
later on. 2. Limiting the dependency on mobile frameworks (Android, iOS, Flutter, etc..) is
essential. The same applies to third-party libraries. With this, I don’t mean to limit the usage of
third-party libraries, particularly when they are helpful for our app. I mean that the majority of our
codebase should be agnostic of them. Most architectural patterns, including Clean Architecture,
banish those dependencies at the outermost layer of the system. The vast majority of the system
should be platform agnostic and external libraries agnostic. The focus is on the business logic,
the problem we are trying to solve. This is particularly useful when we need to change those
libraries. Or when those libraries introduce breaking changes. Having a large part of the app
depending on them will bring an extensive refactoring and re-testing effort. Recall when Google
introduced AndroidX. Large-scale apps, heavily coupled to Android code, were a pain to
migrate. On the other hand, when only a particular layer is aware it belongs in an Android app,
then the “cancer” is contained. Such changes, like the instruction of AndroidX, don’t affect us as
much. I will display how to achieve this in Part III of the book. 3. Choosing the right high-level
architecture is also essential. Not something that we cannot refactor later, and as a matter of
fact, we often should. The app complexity keeps evolving over time. Alongside it, we must keep
adjusting our architectural design. Getting the architecture right based on the facts can go a long
way. A well-designed architecture is more effective in isolating cancerous and legacy parts. A
way to mitigate the consequences of getting it wrong is to segregate the app into independent
feature modules. This is something that we will touch on later in the book.Again the point is not
to make excuses for poor architectural decisions but to understand that not all of them are of the
same importance. We need to make conscious and educated decisions on which corners we
will cut and why. Cancer must be contained in specific layers, which can be reworked later.
Letting cancer spread can prove to be fatal.Products vs. ProjectsLet’s align on the terms
software project vs. software product. Taken from Project Management Institute (PMI)
[i]:"A project is temporary in that it has a defined beginning and end in time and thus defined
scope and resources.""A product is an object or system made available for consumer use; it is
anything that can be offered to a market to satisfy a desire or need[ii]."Software development
nowadays is mainly about building products. It involves many unknowns that make it hard for us
to have the certainties projects require upfront. When we start working on a new app, we know



the least about the software that we are building. Additionally, we are living in the digital
transformation era. Businesses have realized that technology must be at their core. It’s not a side
hustle. Software evolves constantly. Think of the apps you use in your daily life. We are
continually receiving updates, whether for bug-fixing, adding new features, or improving the UX.
Take as an example your favorite social media or telecom app; how much has it changed over
the past two years? Does this fit into the definition of a project? Do these applications have “a
defined beginning and end in time”? And how about scope and resources? Do they seem to
have been fixed upfront?Change and evolution are natural in products but not in projects.
Projects don’t welcome change. And software evolves constantly.We can even go as far as
saying that a software project can only exist as a subset of a software product. Any piece of
software with a fixed scope and time will become obsolete. Regardless of how innovative the
idea is, evolving competition will eventually increase, eating up the market.In conclusion, we
can’t get away without paying our technical debt. This only happens in bankruptcy, aka project
discontinuation.Software is a compound word composed of soft and ware. Ware means product.
Soft comes from the fact that it is easy to change and reshape. Or at least it should be!To fulfill its
purpose, software must be soft. That is, it must be easy to change —Robert C Martin.How to
determine the technical price of a software product?We usually refer to the complexity of a
product solely based on the technical complexity and the number of features. Are those the only
factors that define its overall complexity? Definitely not! There is a process, organization, and
people involved in building a product. On a high level, three major factors define the technical
price of a software product:1. The people. This is probably the most significant factor in defining
how elaborate or simple our architectural design should be. More specifically: • The team’s
size. It’s generally easier to understand the code that we wrote ourselves. Not always, but in
most cases, something that made sense to us in the past will also make sense to us in the
future. At least, it will make more sense to us than to someone else. As the team grows larger,
we need stricter code practices to keep the codebase readable by everyone. • The level of
the engineers. Do we have the seniority to deal with elaborate designs and patterns, or do we
need to stick to simple code? Is there a critical mass that can educate the more junior
members? Essential factors to consider when you want to introduce fancy new design patterns
in the code. • The number of teams. It’s a whole different situation when one or multiple teams
are working on the product. Each team should have its own boundary of control over the app
and be empowered to make their own choices based on the unique challenges they face. •
The retention of the team(s). Closely tied to the first point. People who quit take their knowledge
with them. Newcomers should be able to get onboarded and understand the code fast.2. The
amount & complexity of the features. As expected, those are critical factors as well. What types
of logic are required by our app (presentation, business, etc.)? How complex is the logic? How
many features do we have to introduce, and how do they interact with each other? How many
systems do we depend on, and what API do they expose? Do the backend systems include the
business logic, or do we have to add it in our app? Crucial factors that drive our architectural



design.3. The longevity of the product. Interest adds up in time. The longer the project goes, the
harder it gets to deal with technical debt. Additionally, we tend to forget our own cut corners and
dirty solutions. Given enough time, say a year, even we can't understand the spaghetti we
wrote.The above factors are essential to understand. From now on, when you see me
mentioning product context, complexity, or technical price, I mean all the factors above
combined. They are key in making architectural decisions.I often discuss with developers who,
based on their personal experience, advocate heavily against elaborate architectural designs.
Their experience, though, is obtained by working primarily in startups or small teams. For sure, a
small startup with a couple of developers requires a flexible and straightforward design. Lots of
unnecessary interfaces and rigid system boundaries will cripple productivity. The case is
fundamentally different in enterprise apps with several development teams involved. Without
well-defined boundaries there, the teams can’t be productive.The architectural design is context-
dependent. What works in a particular context does not work in another. Our own experience,
when limited in variety, leads to biases that can harm the team’s productivity.It is also essential to
understand that software architecture is not a boolean value. It is not something that we either
have or haven’t. It’s instead a beautiful canvas of smaller and bigger design decisions that we
continuously make. In time, each of those decisions proves to be right or wrong.Architecture is a
hypothesis that needs to be proven by implementation and measurement. —Tom GibIn my life
and career, I try to avoid being dogmatic and one-sided. I show empathy and understanding to
solo-developers working to get a quick prototype out of the door. I’ve also been there with side
projects. In this case, taking a technical loan makes perfect sense. Just make sure you repay it
before you scale the company.Where do successful startups fail?Besides securing initial
funding, what’s the most dangerous phase that startups go through? Where do most successful
startups fail? By successful, I mean the startups that have managed to secure series-A and sit
on sufficient funds. You probably guessed right; they fail at scaling. Why?This is a multi-
dimensional answer—the way people organize and communicate needs to change. Also, the
way that we communicate the code needs to change. Software architecture is primarily a
communication medium. We communicate to other engineers the intention of our system. As
more and more devs jump on board, we often double in size every year; the communication
models we used in the past do not address the arising challenges.At this point, the codebase
often requires radical refactoring. What used to be tailored to the previous context is no longer
able to facilitate the company’s growth. What used to be over-engineering and an impediment to
productivity is now necessary to enable multiple teams to work on a shared codebase. A new
architectural design is required.Software architecture is a communication medium. We
communicate to other engineers the intention of the system.Radical system refactoring is not an
easy task, and it’s often done poorly. It requires experience, effort, and iterations. It’s often better
to avoid rapid scaling in the first place. More people does not mean more work is done.
Sometimes a small engineering team with the right people can be way more productive than a
sizeable bureaucratic engineering department. First, try to avoid rapid growth in engineering



numbers. When growth is necessary, pay the price to refactor the system accordingly.
Accumulating technical debt will slow you down forever.Writing cheap code ends up being
expensive.SummaryContaining cancer by isolating legacy and third-party code is crucial for the
longevity of a software product.Unlike a product, a software project has defined lifespan, scope,
and resources. Modern software is mainly based on products; therefore, technical loans will
eventually be paid.To define how elaborate an app’s architectural design should be, we must
take into account its context, which includes:The people involved.The technical complexity.The
intended lifespan.2. Expensive code is also expensive“When your design or code makes things
more complex instead of simplifying things, you’re over-engineering.” —Max Kanat-Alexander.
[iii]I was once working for a USA-based healthcare startup. As with every startup, we didn’t have
much structure. Instead, we had an abundance of energy and enthusiasm about what we were
doing. Whenever we received a new feature request, we engaged in stormy meetings to figure
out the best way to implement it.We had advocates of all styles, from “quick and dirty” to clean
practitioners. It often got tense in the meeting room. An ”inflexible” backend engineer was
continuously pushing for the most complex solutions. Even for trivial cases. He wasn’t exactly the
type of person who would listen to different opinions. If he had read about a particular software
practice in a book, that would be the global and only truth. He lacked the context-understanding
and experience we talked about in the previous chapter.Strict protocols, complex solutions,
premature performance optimizations, and speculations about the future. Particularly the anxiety
of supporting millions of concurrent users was crippling the team’s performance. We had zero
active users at that time.The result was delayed releases and overly-complex systems that, in
the end, did not even achieve the business goals. The backend system had to be re-written
several times based on his framework preferences. Finally, it ended up being replaced by a
Firebase system that could simply get the job done effectively. The effort and money waste were
massive. Even worse, constantly arguing with that person took its toll on our mental health.The
definitionOver-engineering is building more than what is really necessary, based on
speculation.More often than not, writing code based on speculations proves to be unnecessary.
Not just unnecessary but actively destructive for the team’s performance. Specific practical
examples of this are:Overusing Generics to support “future” cases. Generics in Object-Oriented
Programming (OOP) are useful when we need extensible abstractions. However, they also add
complexity. When we find ourselves passing null values, *, Unit, or Empty as a type, it must ring
a bell that this generic is not serving a real purpose.Applying Design Patterns to support future
requirements. Design patterns are also excellent tools that enable us to write better software. But
as with every toolset, we need to know when to use it and when to avoid it. Let’s understand this
better with an example:Consider the function below:It receives as input the amount that a
customer owes and returns the text-view color. Even though it is an “if/else” block, which is
generally frowned upon, it is pretty clean and easy to understand. There’s no need to apply a
design pattern here. We could simply make use of some neat Kotlin features to refactor it and
improve its conciseness:But nothing more is required. Some developers may get tempted to



refactor this code block with the Strategy Design Pattern. They argue that we will have to support
more conditions in the future. This is an example of over-engineering. We don’t know what the
future holds and what business requirements we will need to support later. Even if we know what
is coming down the road and anticipate it to happen four months later, it still doesn’t make sense
to pay the price now. We need to focus on our priorities and ship the current release as fast as
possible. The business benefits more from working software in the hands of the customers right
now. Besides that, there is a high chance that the priorities will change within four months. In the
end, the product team may even decide that this feature is not required at all and remove it from
the backlog.Having said that, there are speculations with a high probability of materializing. For
example, any decently sized mobile app will require data from multiple endpoints. Therefore,
segregating the networking concern into single-entity Services from the very start is a safe call.
While safe assumptions do exist, we should not overestimate our guessing capabilities and
make a lot of assumptions early on. In most cases, when we try to predict the future, we fall
short.A principle originating from Extreme Programming describes the above situation; it’s called
YAGNI. “You ain’t gonna need it.” The principle states that a programmer should not be adding
functionality to the software until deemed necessary. XP co-founder Ron Jeffries has
said:Always implement things when you actually need them, never when you just foresee that
you need them. —Ron JeffriesAnother term originates from U.S Navy back in 1960, called KISS
- “Keep it simple, Stupid.” Kelly Johnson reportedly coined the acronym. He was a lead engineer
at the Lockheed Skunk Works, creators of the Lockheed U-2 and SR-71 Blackbird spy planes,
among many others. The KISS principle states that most systems work best if kept simple rather
than complicated. Therefore, simplicity should be a key goal in design. Unnecessary complexity
should be avoided. [iv]Image: XKDCThe Mastery PathProgrammers generally pass through (at
least) three stages of mastery—Junior, mid, and senior. At the junior level, we struggle to
understand design patterns and apply them. Therefore, we just avoid them. At the mid-level, we
are mainly able to understand and apply them. But in our excitement of acquiring this toolset, we
tend to overuse it. Even in cases where they make the code more complex and harder to read.
At the senior level, we have the experience and understanding to use them properly, in the right
place and time. Complex code needs them; simple code does not benefit from them.It’s
interesting how the developer mastery path coincides with the Dunning-Kruger effect[v]. The
Dunning-Kruger effect in software engineering.The diagram above describes our confidence in
our software skills vs. our actual skills and mastery. A junior engineer does not know much, and
they are aware of it. A mid-level engineer has learned about “best practices” such as Clean,
S.O.L.I.D, and design patterns. In their enthusiasm, they make use of them in every situation.
This makes them feel like masters. Soon, they realize that by misusing those practices, the code
has become hard to read, extend and maintain. This makes them fall into despair. They fall
under the misconception that they have wasted their time learning them. They go back to
believing that simple code is always better. Finally, enlightenment comes as we achieve mastery
by experience and understanding of when each tool is helpful and when it isn’t.Design patterns



are meant to simplify complex code, not complexify simple code.Code that solves problems you
don’t haveBesides speculations about what is going to happen in the future; common cases of
over-engineering are:Unnecessary performance optimizations. Sure, having a 50 ms response
time in all user actions is great, but not something that should delay the release of critical
features. You can spend the effort to optimize the time to load the Home Screen but don’t spend
the effort to optimize everything.Premature scalability optimizations. Don’t put great effort into
implementing a system that can support millions of concurrent users. First, create a product that
people want to use.Configurability. Business people get overly excited about having the
capability to configure the application at runtime. Without having to wait for a deployment. In
most cases, they ask for a CMS that enables them to change the app’s literals and images.
Sometimes they desire the power of deeper configurations. Like runtime feature activation and
deactivation. Technically, this includes fetching configuration files that drive runtime decisions on
our application’s behavior. In my experience, if we measure how many times those
configurations were used in a year, we will conclude that they weren’t worth the effort. I am not
suggesting pushing back by default on such requests, but research should be done before
implementing them.How much should I pay?Time is money. —Benjamin FranklinI purposefully
used monetary terms to describe the terms under-engineering and over-engineering. First of all,
as Benjamin Franklin stated, time is money. And engineering effort takes time. Secondly, as
engineers, we often debate priorities with business people and product owners. Those people,
before all, understand money. Therefore, it will help you make your case if you back it up with
arguments closely tied to money. Speak their language. The next time you negotiate in favor of
prioritizing a better dev-ops strategy, make sure to emphasize how much time and money the
organization will save.How much should I pay - in engineering terms - refers to how elaborate
our architectural design should be. We seek to find the sweet spot, avoiding both under-
engineering and over-engineering. We want to avoid costly loans while also avoiding paying for
something that we don’t currently need.Now let’s go back and build on top of our previous
example, the function that calculated the color of the owed amount text-field. We will fast-forward
ten months into the future. The product team eventually decided to add further business
requirements to how this text field should be colored. The current state of our function looks like
this:Now the logic is significantly more complex. We have added two more factors to the
equation, the customer type, and the customer balance. This piece of code is definitely not OK.
You may call it spaghetti, abomination, technical debt, or any other fancy name. Regardless of
what you call it, this code is hard to read, understand, test, and extend. Imagine the Product
Owner asking a junior developer to add another business rule. The horror!Above all, it violates
the Open-Closed Principle. Adding new behavior requires modifying the existing function This
introduces the risk of breaking the current behavior. The best way to deal with this code is to
refactor it using the Strategy Design Pattern[vi]. The Strategy DP is an effective tool to clear up
code cluttered with many conditionals. We will perform this refactoring in Part II, the Open-
Closed chapter. For now, let’s stick to the why.Going back to our previous point, over-



engineering is writing code based on speculations. When do you think is the right time to refactor
this function? Is it when the code was in the initial state while speculating that the business will
request for more rules in the future? We don’t know that!Or, the right time is the final spaghetti
state? Nope, that code is heavily under-engineered and very hard to understand. We will
definitely pay the interest now to deal with this mess. Additionally, we face a high risk of breaking
past functionality.There is no - one size fits all. The rule of thumb is that: we refactor the code
when it becomes hard to read. Usually, we notice it in the following moments of the development
life-cycle:While reviewing our own implementation, right before we commit it.When a colleague
complains that the code is hard to understand. This usually happens during code review or pair-
programming.When we receive a new requirement that affects the code significantly. It’s more
efficient if we perform the refactoring before adding the extra functionality.From the above, I
prefer point 3. In our example, I would refactor the function when the requirements included extra
deciding factors. At the moment, the customer type and balance were added to the equation. At
this moment it’s also easier to convince the business people. Avoid adding a task “Refactor
function X.” Instead, add the refactoring effort inside the task: “Adjust text coloring based on
customer type and balance.” A product owner can decide that something is not a priority. They
can’t pressure you to deliver something they asked for in a very short time, though.This way, the
refactoring efforts are kept at a minimum, and mostly we won't have to convince anyone. So
small that hardly anyone (other than the devs involved) will have to know about them. Martin
Fowler describes this with the term “Preparatory Refactoring” [vii].SummaryOver-engineering is
writing code based on speculations or writing code that solves problems you don’t currently
have. It’s as bad as under-engineering.The Dunning-Kruger effect coincides with the software
mastery path.The ideal moment for refactoring is right before introducing a new feature that our
codebase is not ready to support. This way, it’s easier to convince other people as well as to
motivate ourselves to do it.3. Minimum Viable ArchitectureI have come up with the notion of
Minimum Viable Architecture, which is the technical equivalent of the Minimum Viable
Product.Minimum Viable ProductThe Minimum Viable Product (MVP) is the simplest product
(mobile app in our case) that makes sense to be released in order to validate an idea.Let’s
assume that we are building an innovative new healthcare application. Our Product Owner has
to carefully select the minimum set of features that constitute a releasable application. You want
to get it out to the public as fast as possible to start receiving feedback from the actual users.
This feedback is invaluable to determining whether the app is worth pursuing at all. If it’s
something that the market needs and is willing to pay for.Additionally, the user feedback should
be driving our prioritization. We want to identify the features that matter most to our users. The
goal is to minimize the speculations, both on the technical and the product side.A minimum
viable product (MVP) is a version of a product with just enough features to be usable by early
customers. Those can then provide feedback for future product development:— Eric
Ries[viii].The idea of MVP is a concept derived from Lean Startup[2]. It stresses the impact of
learning in the development of a new product. It is widely accepted by the Agile community and



incorporated into the agile way of working. Before that, in the “waterfall” way of working, we used
to release only when the product was “fully built.” Sometimes the line between what constitutes
an MVP or a “full product” is unclear. An experienced product professional, though, should be
able to identify the minimum viable set of features. Everything else will have to wait. The risk of
spending too much effort on developing something that the market does not need is high. We
must either validate our idea or pivot[3] as fast as possible.Minimum Viable ArchitectureThe
Minimum Viable Architecture (MVA) is the simplest architecture that can support the clean
implementation of the product.The MVA is the manifestation of two equally important
ingredients:Minimum. First of all, it should be as simple as possible. We must avoid speculations
about future requirements. Those usually lead to over-engineering. Additionally, a product
backed by a small team of developers does not benefit from many rigid boundaries. For
example, we should avoid segregating the codebase into feature modules from the start unless
there is a need. So minimum stands for simplest. We need to support the planned scope;
anything else is subject to change.Viable. Besides minimum, our architectural design has to be
viable. This means that our architecture should support the development of the current scope
while respecting the S.O.L.I.D principles, Clean Architecture, and other best practices that we
will touch on later.Those two powers have conflicting interests and are pushing to opposite
directions. One leads to under-engineering while the other to over-engineering. Our duty as
engineers and architects is to balance the dance between those two forces. It is often
challenging, but as we explained in the previous chapter, it’s literally what separates junior, mid,
and senior developers. The pathway to mastery includes the ability to balance minimum and
viable.This balance changes over time; thus, the MVA has to evolve alongside the system’s
complexity. As the complexity increases, what used to be viable is not anymore. We must always
stay alert and re-adjust the scale. The right time to do this is at each iteration’s design or analysis
phase. We first need to understand the new requirements deeply. Then, we have to determine if
they can fit well within our current architectural design. If they can, meaning we can implement
them without breaking the principles, then we go ahead and implement the features. If they
cannot fit, we need to start the iteration by refactoring our system. The goal is to bring it to a
state, ready to accept the new requirements.So refactoring is our only tool to balance those two
powers—usually, the system’s complexity increases. Therefore we must refactor it to a more
elaborate architecture. It’s not always the case, though. Sometimes we realize that we have to
downscale it and simplify our design.MVA ExampleLet’s take a look at how an MVA can evolve
alongside the app’s requirements.Generally, for a simple CRUD application, I consider the
following as the starting point of an MVA:The simplest MVA.UI is always necessary. Normally
includes Fragments for android, View Controllers for iOS, and Widgets for Flutter. We also need
a View Model (VM) or a BLoC to host the application’s logic. The View Model is also obscuring
the data topology from the UI. Finally, the Service is responsible for performing the CRUD
operations. This is the minimum architecture that I would consider for simple CRUD
applications.Let’s assume now that this MVA supported us in getting the MVP out of the door.



We start receiving valuable feedback from our users. The initial feedback, though, is not
favorable. Our users often need to use our app while offline, which is currently not supported.
Additionally, they are experiencing massive delays due to backend performance issues. We
could address it with HTTP caching if it were just the performance issues. Combining it with the
off-line demand, we realize that we need to include a local database in our app. The new design
looks like this:Bloated Service.So now we have introduced the local database. Our architecture
remains minimal, but it’s not viable anymore. The Service has too many concerns. It is
responsible for performing the HTTP operations and querying the database for information.
Furthermore, it contains the decision-making logic on whether the data should come fresh from
the backend or cached from our local DB. This layer has become bloated with too much code.To
make our architecture viable again, we introduce a new layer that handles the database
communication. This layer will be “speaking” with our View Model in order to let the Service do
what it can do best, communicate with the Backend.Bloated View Model.The Data Access
Object (DAO) layer is now responsible for retrieving and writing data from and to our DB. It is the
only layer that is aware of the existence of a local database. Even though this version is an
improvement and a good step to bring our architecture back to viability, it still doesn’t feel right.
The View Model has now taken on too much burden. First, it applies the application logic. It also
bridges the UI with the data. Finally, it decides whether the data will come from the Service or
the DAO. We need to introduce one more layer that will take that last concern away.
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Hashim Shafiq, “Overall Good Book. If you are an Android Developer, there are very less books
on clean architecture specifically for mobiles. This book is well written and starts with very basic
foundation and goes deeper into the more detailed architecture. So overall good book.”

Ana Boorstin, “A balanced approach. In the book, Petros gives a balanced approach to
architecting mobile apps in order to avoid both over-engineering & under-engineering. It was
100% worth the time & money. Overall it made me a better engineer.”

ABY MATHEW, “Really great book. It’s a good book, those are really wish to update their skill set
in architecture level I really recommending this book. Nice effort from author.”

Tom Burg, “Awesome book. It's really worth the time and effort to read this book. It gives a
holistic view on how to properly architect mobile applications.”

The book by Petros Efthymiou has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 8 people have provided feedback.
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